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Abstract
Since accurate grading of gliomas has important clinical value, the aim of this study is to evaluate the diagnostic
efficacy of perfusion values derived from arterial spin labeling (ASL) to grade gliomas. In addition, the correlation
between perfusion and isocitrate dehydrogenase 1 (IDH1) genotypes and chromosome arms 1p and 19q (1p/19q)
status of gliomas was assessed. A total of 52 cases of supratentorial gliomas in adults who received ASL imaging
were enrolled in this retrospective study. The cerebral blood flow (CBF) images derived from ASL and anatomical
maps were normalized to the Montreal Neurological Institute coordinate system and matched. The mean CBF
(meanCBF), the maximum CBF (maxCBF), and their relative values (rmeanCBF and rmaxCBF, respectively) were
assessed in each case. The tumor grades, IDH1 genotypes, and 1p/19q status were diagnosed according to the
2016 WHO criteria. Receiver operating characteristic curves were performed to assess the efficacy of perfusion
parameters for grading. Qualitatively, all gliomas were divided into high- and low-perfusion groups. The crosstabs
chi-square test of independence was performed to calculate contingency coefficient (C) and Cramer V coefficient
to assess the correlation between perfusion and IDH1 genotypes and 1p/19q status of gliomas. The rmaxCBF
showed the best diagnostic efficacy; meanwhile, rmeanCBF had the best specificity for grade discrimination. In
astrocytoma, there was a mild correlation between IDH1 genotypes and tumor perfusion with the Cramer's V
coefficient of 0.378. There was no significant association between 1p/19q codeletion and perfusion in grade II and
III gliomas.
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troduction
liomas are the most common primary intra-axial brain tumors,
iginated from glial cells. According to the World Health
rganization (WHO) classification system [1], gliomas can be
assified into four grades: WHO grade I, II, III and IV. WHO grade
gliomas are usually described as low-grade tumors, whereas high-
ade gliomas refer to WHO grade III and IV gliomas. The clinical
anagement and prognosis significantly differ for gliomas of different
ades and pathological types [2,3]. Patients with low-grade gliomas
nd to choose positive treatments and have better compliance. On
e contrary, patients with high-grade gliomas are often reluctant to
ceive aggressive treatments due to their short survival and high
lapse rate. Therefore, accurate preoperative grading of gliomas has
portant clinical value.
According to the 2016 WHO criteria, molecular features have
en incorporated into the classification of brain tumors. Especially
r diffuse astrocytic and oligodendroglial tumors, isocitrate dehy-
ogenase (IDH) genotypes and status of chromosome arms 1p and
q (1p/19q) become important parts for subtyping [1]. IDH
utations that occur in gliomas include IDH1 and IDH2 mutations,
ith the former accounting for the vast majority [4,5]. Previous
udies have shown that the presence or absence of IDHmutation and
/19q codeletion affects the prognosis of gliomas [6]. Exploring the
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sociation between radiologic parameters and pathological molecular
aracteristics of gliomas will enhance the role of imaging techniques
the precision medicine of brain tumors.
Arterial spin labeling (ASL), as a noninvasive perfusion magnetic
sonance (MR) imaging technique without administration of
ogenous contrast agent, can qualitatively and quantitatively
aluate cerebral blood flow (CBF) whether under physiological or
thological conditions. Several researches have shown that ASL can
lp discriminate high- and low-grade gliomas [7,8]. Although some
udies [9–12] suggested that CBF obtained from ASL may have
lationships with histopathologic parameters, such as vascular
nsity and epidermal growth factor receptor status. Few studies
cus on the correlations of perfusion with IDH1 genotype and 1p/
q status.
Although ASL can be useful to evaluate the perfusion of gliomas,
e low resolution of CBF maps derived from ASL limits its clinical
plication, especially for quantitative analysis of perfusion. In view of
is, our study has adopted a method of normalizing CBF maps and
atomical images into the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI)
ordinate system and mapping the region of interest (ROI) of the
hole solid part of the tumor on its anatomical images. More details
e described below.
This retrospective study aimed to evaluate the diagnostic efficacy of
rfusion parameters derived from ASL for grading gliomas. In
dition, we preliminarily explored the association of perfusion
rameters with IDH1 genotypes and 1p/19q status of gliomas.
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ubjects
The institutional review board approved this retrospective study.
atient informed consent was waived. We selected patients with
treated brain tumors who performed MR imaging including ASL
om October 2015 to January 2018 and then obtained histopath-
ogical results through surgical resection in our hospital. There were
patients with pathologically confirmed gliomas. Overall, six

tients were excluded: three patients less than 18 years old, one
tient with the lesion located in the cerebellum, one patient with the
giocentric glioma classified as WHO grade I glioma, and one
tient whose ASL images cannot be processed. Finally, a total of 52
ses of supratentorial gliomas in adults who received ASL MR
aging were enrolled in this study.

aging Methods
Conventional MR Imaging. MR imaging was performed with a
0-T MRI scanner (Discovery 750 W, GE Healthcare) with an 8-
annel phased array head coil. Conventional MR imaging sequences
cluded T1-weighted FSE-IR imaging, T2-weighted Propeller
aging, T2-weighted FLAIR imaging (T2FLAIR), and contrast-
hanced FSPGR T1-weighted imaging (ceT1WI) in the axial plane
a slice thickness of 5 mm with 1 mm interval. All the patients
rformed axial three-dimensional T1-weighted BRAVO imaging
DT1) at a slice thickness of 4 mm without a gap before gadolinium
ministration except in four patients in whom 3DT1 was performed
ter enhancement.
ASL MR Imaging. ASL imaging was obtained by using a three-
mensional pseudocontinuous pulse sequence. Acquisition param-
ers were as follows: FOV = 240 × 240 mm, TR = 4674 millisec-
ds, TE = 10.5 milliseconds, post label delay = 1525 milliseconds,
ice thickness = 4 mm, slice gap = 0 mm, number of slices = 28,
mber of excitation = 3, points = 512, arms = 8, and scan time =
minutes 31 seconds.
Image Processing and Analysis. The CBF maps derived from ASL

ere calculated using a 3D ASL package within functool 9.4.05 on
e AW VolumeShare 5 (GE Healthcare).
Considering low-resolution of the CBF maps and heterogeneity of
rticipants' images, we adopted a relatively new method to define the
OI.
First, within-subject images matching and spatial normalization to
e MNI coordinate system [13] were achieved using SPM 12 (http://
ww.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/). There were some researches using
milar normalization methods to study brain diseases [14,15]. To
specific, CBF maps were registered to the corresponding 3DT1
ages, and then the two series of images were normalized to the
NI coordinate system through the deformation fields estimated by
T1 images. Meanwhile, T2FLAIR and ceT1WI images were
rmalized by their respective evaluated deformation. All series of
rmalized images were written with the voxel sizes of 1, 1, and 1 in
m. Afterwards, the normalized CBF maps were registered to the
rresponding normalized anatomical maps individually, just like
eng et al. did [7].
Next, the drawing of ROIs was implemented on a free image
alysis software, MRIcron (http://people.cas.sc.edu/rorden/
ricron/index.html). The value of ROI on the CBF map which
presented the corresponding regional CBF (ml/min/100 g) was
tracted using this software.
For quantitative analysis, three ROIs needed to be drawn on the
rmalized images for each case: 1) A 3D ROI (Figure 1) was
lineated on T2FLAIR images to include whole solid part of the
mor, while macroscopic necrosis, gross hemorrhage, large vessels,
d edema nearby were excluded referring to all the anatomical
ages. Then, the 3D ROI was put on the co-registered CBF map,
d the mean value extracted from the ROI was recorded as
eanCBF of the glioma. 2) The second ROI with a circular
pearance was set on the brightest area of the whole tumor on the
BF map, with its voxels varying from 95 to 105. The mean value
tracted from it represented maxCBF of the glioma. 3) Another
rcular ROI with almost the same size as the second ROI was set on
e contralateral normal-appearing gray matter at the same plane as or
the vicinity of the second one. The mean value extracted from the
ird one was recorded as gray matter CBF, which acted as a reference
r calculating relative CBF value [7,16]. The relative value of
eanCBF (rmeanCBF) and relative value of maxCBF (rmaxCBF)
ere calculated by dividing meanCBF and maxCBF with gray matter
BF in individual. Both rmeanCBF and rmaxCBF were
mensionless.
For qualitative analysis of perfusion within gliomas, all cases were
mply divided into two groups, high- and low-perfusion groups,
sed on the presence of high perfusion within the tumor on the
BF map. When there was a visible highlight area in the tumor
ssue compared to the mirror normal area, the glioma was
nsidered to be a high-perfusion one. If not, it was divided into
w-perfusion group.
To assess interobserver agreement, two radiologists were asked to
lineate all the ROIs in each case, as well as to divide gliomas into
gh- and low-perfusion groups. When the two observers drew
fferent conclusions, they need to reassess to reach a consensus
sult.

http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/
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Figure 1. MR images in the MNI coordinate system of a 54-year-old female with diffuse astrocytoma, WHO grade II. T2-weighted FLAIR
images (a), in the sagittal, coronal, and axial plane from left to right, show a hyperintense mass covered with a red translucent layer
representing a 3D ROI of the whole tumor. The corresponding color-coded CBF maps (b) show lower perfusion of the tumor than the
contralateral area since blue represents relatively low perfusion while red represents hyperperfusion.
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istologic Analysis
All cases were diagnosed by the Departments of Pathology and
olecular Diagnostics in our hospital according to the WHO 2016
assification for central nervous system tumors. When different
thological grades were evaluated within different regions of a
mor occasionally, the highest grade was taken. WHO grade II
iomas were divided into low-grade group, whereas high-grade
oup included WHO grade III and IV gliomas. Molecular markers
cluded IDH1 genotype (IDH1 mutant or wild-type) and 1p/19q
atus (1p/19q codeleted or non-codeleted). The cases missing
olecular information were considered to be not otherwise
ecified.

atistical Analysis
Statistical analyses were performed with SPSS (IBM, version 24).
r statistical significance, the α level was set at 0.05.
The Shapiro-Wilk normality test was used to test the normality of
antitative data. The absolute and relative CBF values were
mpared between the high- and low-grade gliomas by using the
ann-Whitney U test due to the non-normal distribution of the
ta. The comparison among gliomas of different WHO grades was
plemented by using Kruskal-Wallis test with Bonferroni correc-
n. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were performed
r absolute and relative CBF values to assess the area under the ROC
rve (AUC) and find the optimal perfusion parameter and its best
toff value to discriminate high- and low-grade gliomas.
The quantitative perfusion parameters were compared between
H1 mutant and wild-type groups, and between 1p/19q codeleted
d non-codeleted group by using the Mann-Whitney U test or t
st according to the normality of data. For qualitative analysis,
osstabs chi-square test of independence was performed to calculate
ntingency coefficient (C) and Cramer V coefficient to assess the
rrelation between perfusion parameters and IDH1 genotypes and
/19q status of gliomas.
Intraclass correlation efficient (ICC) was calculated to assess
terobserver agreement for quantitative perfusion parameters. For
alitative analysis, Kappa value was used to evaluate the
nsistency between the two observers.
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Table 1. Histopathological Characteristics of Gliomas

WHO Grade Histopathological Type No. of Patients No. of IDH1
Mutant /wild-Type

No. of 1p/19q
Codeleted/Non-Codeleted

I Angiocentric glioma 1 0/1 0/1
II Ganglioglioma 1 0/1 0/1

Pleomorphic xanthoastrocytoma 1 1/0 0/1
Diffuse astrocytoma 10 10/0 0/8, NOS 2
Oligodendroglioma 3 2/1 3/0
Overall 15 13/2 3/10, NOS 2

III Anaplastic astrocytoma 6 5/1 0/6
Anaplastic oligodendroglioma 6 4/0, NOS 2 6/0
Granular cell astrocytoma 1 0/1 0/1
Overall 13 9/2, NOS 2 6/7

IV Glioblastomas 24 3/21 0/24

NOS: the abbreviation of not otherwise specified. The number behind NOS referred to the number of cases that did not have clear information of IDH1 genotype or 1p/19q status.
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esults

atients' Characteristics
Among the 52 patients included, there were 24 men and 28
omen. The median age of the patients was 48 years (range 23-
years). The pathological types and grades, as well as IDH1

notypes and 1p/19q status of gliomas were summarized in Table 1.

onsistency of Perfusion Values
The ICCs of all the quantitative parameters were listed in Table 2.
ll the values measured by the two radiologists showed good
nsistency. We chose the first observer's values for analysis. As for
e qualitative analysis of perfusion, the observers showed strong
nsistency (Kappa value = 0.813).

iagnostic Efficacy of CBF for Grading
ASL could help discriminate high-grade gliomas (n = 37) from
w-grade gliomas (n = 16). All the perfusion values showed
atistically different between high-grade and low-grade gliomas.
The maxCBF [median, 101.29; interquartile range (IQR), 80.71-
6.10 vs median, 57.11; IQR, 44.68-80.57 ml/min/100 g; P =
03], the rmaxCBF [median, 2.12; IQR, 1.61-2.84 vs median, 1.14;
R, 0.93-1.55; P = .001], the meanCBF [median, 48.80; IQR,
.46-63.79 vs median, 37.50; IQR, 27.03-54.61 ml/min/100 g;
= .033], and the rmeanCBF [median, 0.96; IQR, 0.78-1.30 vs
edian, 0.73; IQR, 0.54-0.87; P = .006] in high-grade group were
gnificantly higher than in low-grade group.
ROC analysis for perfusion parameters was performed to assess the
scrimination efficiency between high- and low-grade gliomas, and
e results were presented in Figure 2 and Table 3. Among the
rameters, rmaxCBF showed the best identification ability with the
timal cutoff value of 1.25 based on the maximum Youden index.
eanwhile, rmeanCBF showed a higher specificity (86.7%) than
her parameters.

iagnostic Efficacy of CBF Among Subgroups
Intergroup analysis among three subgroups, WHO grade II, III,
d IV gliomas, was performed to assess the ability of ASL to separate
fferent grade gliomas (Figure 3).
ble 2. Intraclass Correlation Efficient (ICC) for Quantitative Perfusion Parameters

MeanCBF MaxCBF RmeanCBF RmaxCBF Gray matter CBF

C 0.979 0.982 0.907 0.954 0.881
value .000 .000 .000 .000 .000

Fi
rm
cu
C
rm
re
Except the meanCBF, other parameters showed significant
fference among three subgroups. The rmaxCBF in WHO grade
gliomas was significantly lower than that in grade III (P = .001)
d IV subgroups (P = .007). However, none of these parameters
uld differentiate grade III from IV gliomas.

ualitative Assessment of Perfusion
To confirm the reliability of qualitative assessment, four
antitative CBF values were compared between high- and low-
rfusion gliomas. All the perfusion parameters showed significantly
fferences (Pb.001) between the two groups.

orrelation of Perfusion with IDH1 Genotype
Regardless of grades and 1p/19q status, rmeanCBF was lower in
H1 mutant group than in IDH1 wild-type group (P = .047); the
her parameters did not show statistical differences between IDH1
utant and wild-type groups (P = .097, .455, and .282, respectively,
gure 2. ROC curve for meanCBF, maxCBF, rmeanCBF, and
axCBF in distinguishing high- from low-grade gliomas. ROC
rve: receiver operating characteristic curve; meanCBF: mean
BF (ml/min/100 g); maxCBF: maximum CBF (ml/min/100 g);
eanCBF: relative value of meanCBF (dimensionless); rmaxCBF:
lative value of maxCBF (dimensionless).
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Table 3. Diagnostic Performance of Perfusion Parameters for Distinguishing High- from Low-
Grade Gliomas

Parameters AUC Cutoff Value Sensitivity Specificity

meanCBF 0.690 44.59
(ml/min/100 g)

0.649 0.733

maxCBF 0.762 81.07
(ml/min/100 g)

0.757 0.800

rmeanCBF 0.744 0.89 0.703 0.867
rmaxCBF 0.798 1.25 0.865 0.733

Figure 3. Representative cases for WHO grade II (a, b, c), III (d, e, f), and IV
corresponding CBF maps (c, f, i).A 31-year-old female with diffuse astrocy
obscure boundary;meanwhile, ceT1WI (b) shows no obvious enhancemen
A50-year-old femalewith anaplastic oligodendroglioma (d, e, f). The tumor s
(e), and heterogeneous hyperperfusion on CBF map (f). A 34-year-old m
hyperintensity on T2FLAIR (g), obvious enhancement on ceT1WI (h), and h
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r meanCBF, maxCBF, and rmaxCBF). For qualitative analysis,
mor perfusion showed a mild association with IDH1 genotypes
= 0.304, Cramer V = 0.319, P = .024).
There were only two cases with IDH1 wild-type gliomas in the
w-grade group, and there were 12 cases with IDH1 mutant and 23
ses with IDH1 wild-type gliomas in the high-grade group. We only
alyzed the perfusion of gliomas with different IDH1 genotype in
e high-grade group. However, none of the perfusion parameters
owed statistical differences between IDH1 mutant and wild-type
(g, h, i) gliomas with aligned T2FLAIR (a, d, g), ceT1WI (b, e, h), and
toma (a, b, c). T2FLAIR (a) shows a mildly high intense mass with
t. The corresponding CBFmap (c) showhypoperfusion of the tumor.
howshyperintensity onT2FLAIR (d), foci of enhancement on ceT1WI
ale with glioblastoma (g, h, i). The tumor shows heterogeneous
yperperfusion almost in all tumor zones on CBF map (f).
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Figure 4.MR images and the 3D tumor mask of a 47-year-old female with IDH1–wild-type glioblastoma. The color-coded CBF maps (a) in
the sagittal, coronal, and axial plane from left to right show a thick and irregular ring hyperperfusion of the tumor covered with a
translucent layer representing the 3D ROI. The 3D tumor mask extracted from CBF maps is exactly projected on to the corresponding
T2FLAIR (b) and ceT1WI (c).
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iomas in the high-grade group. For qualitative analysis, tumor
rfusion failed to yield a significant association with IDH1
notypes using a Fisher's exact test.
In a sample of astrocytoma (WHO grade II, III, and IV), that is to
y, excluding oligodendrogliomas and one case of ganglioglioma, the
eanCBF [median, 0.76; IQR, 0.54-0.92 vs median, 0.96; IQR,
80-1.41; P = .010] in IDH1 mutant gliomas was significantly
wer than that in IDH1 wild-type gliomas. Other perfusion
rameters failed to show significant differences between the two
oups. A moderate correlation was shown between perfusion and
H1 genotype of gliomas (C = 0.354, Cramer V = 0.378, P =
14).
orrelation of Perfusion with 1p/19q Status
As a characteristic feature of oligodendroglioma, 1p/19q codeletion
as shown in three patients with oligodendroglioma and six patients
ith anaplastic oligodendroglioma.
Considering the distribution of 1p/19q codeletion, we analyzed the
rrelation between perfusion and 1p/19q status in WHO grade II
d III gliomas.
The rmaxCBF in the 1p/19q codeleted group was significantly
gher than that in the non-codeleted group [median, 2.65; IQR,
80-3.15 vs median, 1.24; IQR, 1.00-1.88; P = .042]. The
eanCBF in the 1p/19q codeleted group was also higher than
at in the non-codeleted group [median, 1.16; IQR, 0.78-1.24 vs
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Figure 5. A 46-year-old male with IDH1-mutant glioblastoma. T2FLAIR (a) shows a heterogeneous hyperintensity mass, with inner linear
higher intensity and central hypointensity representing necrosis. CeT1WI (b) shows irregular ring enhancement with a shaggy inner
margin in the same part as linear higher intensity on T2FLAIR. The corresponding CBF map (c) shows no obvious hyperperfusion in the
tumor location except for the zone near the midline of brain.
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edian, 0.85; IQR, 0.69-0.96; P = .048], while meanCBF and
axCBF did not significantly differ between the two groups.
As for WHO grade II and III gliomas, there was no significant
sociation between 1p/19q status and tumor perfusion using a
sher's exact test. (C = 0.272, Cramer V = 0.282, P = .355).

iscussion
onsidering the overlaps of conventional anatomical imaging
dings between high- and low-grade gliomas, functional MR
aging techniques, such as ASL, have been applied to the differential
agnosis. In this study, tumor perfusion values, especially rmaxCBF,
monstrated good diagnostic performance for grading gliomas. The
sult is consistent with previous studies [7,17].
Previous studies declared that rmaxCBF rather than rmeanCBF of
iomas had higher diagnostic efficiency for distinguishing high- from
w-grade gliomas [18,19]. Therefore, many researches concerning
rfusion of brain tumors focused on the maxCBF or rmaxCBF
,9,16]. To our knowledge, although there were a few studies
aluating the value of meanCBF in brain tumor, the ROIs used for
easurement did not include the whole tumor tissue [16,20,21].
herefore, we preferred to contain total solid part of a tumor, in
other word, create a 3D tumor mask (Figure 4), to calculate the
eanCBF. The measurement might be more representative and was
so used in a previous study [18]. This 3D ROI has also been used to
sess tumor volume [22] and to measure apparent diffusion
efficient histogram [23]. In our study, rmeanCBF had a higher
ecificity than other parameters as an index of differential diagnosis.
In our sample, WHO grade III gliomas seemed to have higher
rfusion than the grade IV gliomas, although it was not statistically
gnificant. The result was contrary to the previous report [7]. The
ssible reasons may include the following points: 1) Anaplastic
igodendrogliomas accounted for nearly 50% of cases in the WHO
ade III group. Some studies believed that oligodendrogliomas
eferred to be high perfusion [7,24,25]. 2) Some glioblastomas
tually did not display high perfusion on CBF maps. The variable
rfusion patterns of glioblastomas have also been reported by Qiao et
. [11]. The expression of hypoxia-related markers and necrosis in
ioblastomas made the tumor perfusion more complicated [26–28].
Sometimes, the margins of glioblastomas were hard to be clearly
fined. When the whole solid part of the tumor was included to
sess CBF, it was inevitable to bring in a few hypoperfusion edema
eas mistaken as tumor tissue. Korkolopoulou et al. [29] found that
icrovessel density was higher in WHO grade III astrocytomas than
grade IV ones without statistics significance. The result was
nsistent with our finding, given the positive correlation between
rfusion and vascular density [9,10].
The implementation of reproducible quantitative measurement of
BF depends strongly on exact and unified delineation of ROIs. We
ied to normalize all images to the MNI coordinate system and then
atch anatomic maps and CBF maps individually. A 3D ROI was
awn including all solid tumor tissues to calculate meanCBF mainly
sed on T2FLAIR rather than ceT1WI due to inconsistency
tween high-perfusion zone and enhanced zone in gliomas [30].
oreover, the ROIs of tumor maximum perfusion zone and
ntralateral gray matter were kept to a uniform size. Nevertheless,
is still a challenge to achieve uniform measurement of CBF and to
tain repeatable CBF cutoff value, considering relative low
solution of CBF maps.
In the practical clinical application, radiologists usually simply
vide gliomas into high- and low-perfusion groups. Our study
rified the reliability of this simple classification. Other qualitative
assifications of CBF maps have also been used in gliomas and
eningiomas [11,31,32].
A mild correlation was showed between perfusion and IDH1
notype regardless of grades and 1p/19q status, and a similar result was
so found in astrocytoma. It deserves to be explored whether ASL can
a useful imaging technique to assess IDH1 genotype before

eration. Considering the small proportion of IDH1-mutant ones in
gh-grade gliomas (Figure 5) and IDH1–wild-type ones in low-grade
iomas, we can try to expand sample size or balance the proportion of
o IDH1 genotype groups in the same grade gliomas in the next step.
Some published literatures believed that oligodendrogliomas
nded to be high perfusion [24,33]. Since 1p/19q codeletion is a
stinguishing feature of oligodendrogliomas, our study explored the
rrelation between 1p/19q codeletion and perfusion. However, there
as no clear correlation between them.
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Therefore, there are still many things deserved to be done in further
searches. First, we need to search a more accurate and subjective
gmentation of gliomas on the CBF maps, and it will be more
nvincing to verify the CBF cutoff values in another sample. Second,
e qualitative value of ASL needs to be explored through different
rting schemes. Third, it will be very valuable to enlarge the sample
ze to explore the association of perfusion with IDH1 genotype and
/19q status. Finally, ASL combining other imaging techniques
4,35] may be more conducive to imaging diagnosis of glioma.
[1

[1

[2

[2

[2

[2
onclusions
SL can help grading gliomas. The rmaxCBF displays best diagnostic
rformance; meanwhile, rmeanCBF has a higher specificity to
stinguish high- from low-grade gliomas. Preliminary results showed
mild correlation between IDH1 genotypes and perfusion in
trocytoma, but no significant association was found between 1p/
q status and perfusion of gliomas.
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